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Global communications technology giant Motorola has 65,000 employees in 140 countries. Patricia Morrison, Motorola
executive vice president (EVP) and chief information officer (CIO) was the featured speaker at a recent Business IT
Talk organised by the School of Information Systems, Singapore Management University. Morrison, who joined the
company in 2005, was selected 2007 CIO of the Year by the Executives Club of Chicago and the Association of
Information Technology Professionals. According to the company’s website, “in her first year, Motorola jumped from
a #46 to a #12 ranking among the InformationWeek Top 500 IT innovators for 2006, and also #1 in the
manufacturing industry segment”.
Morrison has over 20 years experience in managing IT and systems. She was previously EVP and CIO at Office Depot
and held CIO positions at The Quaker Oats Company and GE Industrial Systems. Morrison has two first degrees -- in
mathematics and statistics, and secondary education -- and is a board member of the Chicago Symphony Orchestra,
the Lyric Opera of Chicago and Jo-Ann Stores.
A CIO Defined
At Motorola, Morrison is responsible for a broad-ranging portfolio including global IT strategy, operations,
infrastructure and development. In an interactive session with her audience in Singapore, she outlined the role and
qualities of a CIO as she saw them.
According to Morrison, a CIO does far more than oversee all aspects of IT infrastructure spanning finance, sales,
procurement, manufacturing, personnel and so on. A CIO should also have the vision and ability to understand a
company’s business processes from a holistic perspective, and to streamline and transform these processes to
better connect customers and employees by gaining insights from and sharing ideas across departments. The
company’s leadership too must view IT as having a cross functional purpose, linking business processes and the
units across the enterprise. In global firms like Motorola, the CIO must also take into consideration transnational
issues such as cultural differences, time zones, languages and local customs. Quipped Morrison, “Very much like drug
pushers, IT managers are also very concerned for their users. Both worry about the user experience.”
IT and Business
According to Morrison, the bottom line for managing an IT system is to fundamentally come to grips with the core
business itself. When IT managers understand the purpose and goals of the company, they can apply technology to
unlock the potential of existing processes. IT therefore can be used as a key asset in the change and transformation
process.
Morrison described how she works closely with Motorola’s chief financial officer and its sales division to ensure that
technology helps drive cash conversion. Cash is the lifeblood of any business and IT needs to leverage its role in the
essential process of cash conversion, she emphasised. The capability of IT to connect accounts receivables,
payments, invoicing and other cash management aspects of an enterprise indicates how central technology is to
efficient cash flow.
Another important aspect of technology is data modelling, the process of how a company engages in structuring and
organising large volumes of data. Good data models mean more effective IT systems which translate into cost
savings. If knowledge is power, then data acquisition, management and analysis systems are the tools that will
enable businesses to positively impact their bottom lines. Morrison's own expertise is in data management and
decision sciences. “In essence, IT is all about problem solving. The bottom line is that IT equals business problem
solving,” she said.
Morrison also spoke of her experience with M&As as CIO of Quaker Oats during its acquisition by PepsiCo. She
stressed that the most immediate need in such a situation is to make the newly acquired company feel part of the
family, and to make the transition as seamless as possible. When firms merge, cultural issues relating to processes
and personnel can become roadblocks to efficient integration. According to Morrison, “When you build synergy, you
get payback very fast. There are two synergies to consider: cost synergy, where you strive to attain more
attractive prices and reduce head count; and sales synergy, where you can get real payment fast, increase
footprint and reach, and get access to more customers.”
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The Future
In the 90s, most major IT acquisitions were buy versus build. The older ERP (enterprise resource planning) systems
were also heavy and unwieldy. Many companies found that contracting vendors to build IT solutions was too
expensive as compared with in-house development which allowed firms to control standards and to customise
solutions for their specific needs. In the recent past, most IT systems were primarily used for forecasting and
control, but with advances in Internet security and the development of customised applications, IT systems are now
geared towards making transactions with the customer more efficient. For example, IT enables companies and their
clients -- both business-to-business (B2B) and business-to-consumer (B2C) -- to buy, pay, ship and track via web
services. Motorola alone employs 16,000 software engineers. “We’ll see more in-sourcing as opposed to out-
sourcing,” commented Morrison.
She also predicts that the next phase will be the ’wrapper’ where work flow, business intelligence and analytics will
be prominent on the IT landscape. A wrapper is a data structure or software that contains or wraps around other
data or software so that the contained elements can exist or be easily integrated into newer systems. This enables
firms to incorporate legacy or obsolete IT elements into their new systems or facilitate cross platform interaction.
With software and IT infrastructure developing at such a rapid pace, wrapper technology, said Morrison, will be
increasingly important in terms of cost savings and systems integration.
Another major development impacting IT will be Web 2.0 and mash-ups, according to Morrison. She said, “Lots of
the innovations we’ll see will be driven by innovations in the consumer space. Consumerisation will lead to increased
access to capability.” End-user customisation will drive innovation in this area. For example, technology-enabled
users have customised websites such as Facebook which allow tailored applications to be developed and hosted on
their servers. These applications allow users to push the boundaries of inter-user interaction, challenging the
traditional boundaries between developer and end-user.
Companies will also need to leverage the knowledge and skills of new hires as, increasingly, these employees are
more IT savvy and better trained. The concern here is the growing knowledge gap between existing senior managers
and incoming IT workers with superior technical knowledge and capabilities. According to Morrison, companies should
decide on what constitutes mission critical data that needs to be protected while enabling and opening up systems.
This would allow employees to find new ways to improve processes and, eventually, the corporate bottom line. This
demarcation of secured and unsecured areas in their systems and networks will enable employees to `play’, explore
and innovate. As new generations of employees come on board who are adept at using technology to communicate
and `socialise', observed Morrison, companies could miss out on internal communication breakthroughs if they lock
down their IT systems and insist on a restricted access policy. 
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